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I. Introduction 
This report will discuss the experimental status of the nucléon 
resonances concentrating on developments since those reported by Donnachie [1] 
and Rusbbrooke [2 ] at Vienna with the major emphasis on results since the Lund 
Conference [ 3 ] . This material breaks naturally into formation experiments and 
production experiments. 
The production experiments were concerned almost entirely with Nnn 
decays of resonances in the 1400—1700 MeV mass region, including questions of 
mass and width values, A (1236) JX and AK branching ratios, attempts at spin-
parity analysis, and identification with the iV*'s known from elastic phase shift 
analyses. Almost all these problems have eluded experimental agreement. This 
is due in part to the fact that the interpretation of these production experiments 
and their correlation with phase shift analysis is unclear in principle, given the 
impossibili ty of meaningfully subtracting background with the currently available 
theoretical understanding and experimental data. 
The formation experiments have confirmed the twelve well established nucléon 
resonances discussed by Donnachie at Vienna [1] with only minor changes in their 
parameters, strengthened a few of the doubtful candidates while removing none 
of them, and added several new candidates at higher mass with good evidence. 
In summary, the experimental status of nonstrange baryon resonances has not 
changed greatly since the spurt given by the nN elastic phase shift analyses of 
GERN, Saclay, and Berkeley reported by Love-lace [4] at the Heidelberg Conference 
three years ago. New data of high quality and in large quantities is desperately 
needed to motivate and inspire as well as to constrain and severely test theoretical 
ideas. This is well illustrated by the fact that a recent and quite different fit [5] 






The authors wise ly poin t out that o n l y further research can dec ide whether the 
regularities observed are real or «the result of numerica l accidents in the l imi t ed 
data available)) . 
I t is perhaps wor th no t ing that a l though the rough ly 50 ba ryon states n o w 
cata logued, of wh ich the major quantum numbers are known for about 35 , represent 
an impressive exper imenta l ach ievement , the previous spectroscopies had acquired 
vas t ly more data of high qua l i ty before an adequate understanding was at tained. 
There is every reason to expec t that the leap in understanding required here wi l l 
not be t r iv ia l , but rather at least comparab le to that wh ich led to a reasonably 
comple te descr ipt ion of a t o m i c spec t ra . 
I I . FORMATION EXPERIMENTS 
Before discussing the recent deve lopments in elast ic phase 
shift analysis , I w o u l d l ike to rev iew the basic ideas, c o m m e n t on the ext rac t ion 
of resonance parameters wi th errors from Argand plots , and remark on the p rob lems 
in correlat ing these results wi th results from produc t ion exper iments . S ince I have 
never worked ser iously on an elastic phase shift analysis , these comment s are those 
of an outsider and have been gleaned from extensive discussions wi th m a n y experts 
in the field [ 6 ] . 
A n informal discussion was held at the Lund Conference [3] inc lud ing repre­
sentatives of all major groups do ing elastic phase shift analyses to consider the 
problems of ext ract ing resonance parameters and realist ic errors on these parameters 
from Argand diagrams. The general consensus was that a precisely defined and 
r igorous ly correct procedure cannot be g iven , but that the general procedure as 
out l ined b e l o w is easi ly described and should permit any interested physic is t to 
extract his own est imates. In v i e w of these difficult ies, the Part ic le Data Group [7 ] 
n o w presents a range of masses and widths from various fits rather than some aver­
age. These ranges should not be mistaken for errors in the sense of standard devia­
t ions . M y o w n guess, wh ich was no t contradic ted b y any phase shift analyst I was 
able to talk to , is that t yp ica l errors in mass range from 50 to 200 MeV and uncer­
tainties in wid th range upwards from 
5 0 % al though some of the wel l establi­
shed resonances (no tab ly the A (1236)) 
have much better determined parameters. 
The major conceptua l di f f icul ty ari­
ses from the presence of backgroun d whose 
changes in e las t ic i ty and phase under a 
resonance are diff icul t to separate from 
the resonance wi th current ly avai lable 
theoret ical mode l s and statistics. It is 
general ly assumed that the resonance and 
background cont r ibut ions m u l t i p l y in the 
S matr ix so the total ampl i tude has a 
phase g iven b y the sum of the phases and 
an e las t ic i ty g iven b y the produc t of the 
the elasticities of the background and 
resonance. 
Al though the 
background is in 
properties of 
il lustrated 
detai led nature of the 
general unknown, the 
a pure Brei t — W i g n e r as 
in Fig . 1 are s imple . For a 
Fig . 1. T h e proper t ies of a s i m p l e Bre i t — 
W i g n e r a m p l i t u d e on an A r g a n d d i a g r a m in 
the absence of b a c k g r o u n d . T h e r e l a t i onsh ips 
b e t w e e n the a m p l i t u d e and the e las t i c , in­
e las t ic and to ta l c ross s ec t ions are a l so s h o w n . 
k is the CM m o m e n t u m . 
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s imple Brei t — W i g n e r in the absence of background , the ampl i tude describes a 
coun te rc lockwise c i rc le as the energy increases. The central mass occurs at: 
1) the poin t of m a x i m u m speed \ df/dE\. This is the mos t c o m m o n l y used cr i ­
ter ion as it is reasonably convenien t to extract from an Argand p lo t and as the 
background seems to be mos t near ly constant in this parameter; 
2) the m i n i m u m elas t ic i ty ( m a x i m u m a i n e i ) ; 
3) a phase of 90° (or 0° if r ei/r t ot < V 2 ) ; 
4) the m a x i m u m | / | ( m a x i m u m a e i ) ; 
5) the m a x i m u m I m / ( m a x i m u m a t o t ) . 
In the absence of background all f ive criteria g ive the same result, but wi th 
modera te and c o m m o n amounts of background , the f ive criteria can g ive qui te 
different parameters as i l lustrated in Fig . 2a. N o t e that the m a x i m a in a e i , Otot , 
and ainei occur at cons ide rab ly different energies and that the po in t of m a x i m u m 
speed m a y wel l occur at ye t another mass va lue . This s i tuat ion approx imates that 
of the P1± (1470) for wh ich the m a x i m u m speed is at abou t 1470 MeV, m a x i m u m 
| / | at 1450 MeV, m a x i m u m I m / at 1500 MeV, and m i n i m u m elas t ic i ty at 1600 MeV. 
A l l these numbers are ve ry rough guesses, but I be l ieve real is t ical ly indicate the 
p rob l em. 
The w i d e spread between the m a x i m u m in a e i and G i n e i is of part icular interest 
in a t tempt ing to correlate the p roduc t ion exper iments showing Nun bumps in the 
1470 MeV region wi th the P t l (1470) . The correlat ion is even more obscure as the 
background in the p roduc t ion react ion m a y be qui te different f rom that in elastic 
scat ter ing. Therefore a b u m p in a p roduc t ion exper iment mass dis t r ibut ion may 
be due to a resonance observed in an elastic phase shift analysis even though the 
central masses differ b y m a n y standard devia t ions . 
Fig. 2b i llustrates an even more v ic ious and unpleasant example in that a i n e i 
exhib i t s no peak whatsoever a l though the Argand diagram shows a clear resonance 
using the criteria of o e i , crtot or m a x i m u m speed. 
I t should be clear that s imilar difficulties arise in extract ing the wid th and 
the elastic branching rat io and that the uncertainties are even larger in these cases. 
T o balance these comment s , it should be emphasized that the wel l established 
resonances (those wi th an appreciable elast ic branching rat io and not t o o pa tho lo­
g ica l background) have shown remarkable s tab i l i ty over the past three years in 
spi te of cons iderable con t roversy . It is also clear that p roduc t ion experiments 
must be analyzed more careful ly inc lud ing detai led fits to background and reso­
nances wi th interference effects inc luded . 
A . Elas t ic Phase Shift Analyses . Data relevant to nN elastic phase shift ana­
lyses wh ich was submi t ted to this conference is summar ized in T a b l e 1. These data 
F i g . 2 . P o s s i b l e a m p l i t u d e s e x h i b i t e d o n A r g a n d d i a g r a m s t o i l lus t ra te dif­
f i cu l t i e s i n e x t r a c t i n g r e sonance pa ramete r s , (a) A n a p p r o x i m a t i o n to the 
Pu w a v e . T h e c r i t e r i o n of m a x i m u m speed y i e l d s a fou r th e s t ima te for the 
cen t r a l m a s s , (b) A p a t h o l o g i c a l case in w h i c h the ine la s t i c c ross s e c t i o n 
s h o w s a s m o o t h b e h a v i o r a l t h o u g h a r e sonance is c l e a r l y v i s i b l e o n the Ar ­
g a n d d i a g r a m . 
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inc lude measurements of tota l cross sect ions, differential cross sect ions (DCS) 
including one measurement restricted to backward Scattering (DCS (jt)), and po la ­
r izat ion measurements ( P O L ) . A l l n e w measurements show general agreement wi th 
the main features of publ ished phase shift analyses, but there are areas of s t rong 
T a b l e 1 
New Data on 3iN -> ztN 
disagreement. In general , n—p reactions are in sat isfactory agreement whereas 
n
+p reactions are less sat isfactory. This is p resumably due to the fact that less 
n
+p data was avai lable when the fits were made and is most apparent for backward 
T&p scattering on wh ich very l i t t le information was p rev ious ly ava i lab le . A c o m p ­
lete new fit is desirable to ascertain whether the new data wi l l demand any radical 
changes in the accepted fits and, in any case, to obta in improved values of the para­
meters of the resonances. 
A very high precis ion exper iment [8 ] has been carried out b y a Cavendish — 
Rutherford co l labora t ion at the C E R N Synchro-Cyclo t ron on nP scat ter ing 
in the mass region 1.14—1.30 GeV. The purpose of the exper iment was to ob ta in 
an order of magni tude improvemen t in the data avai lable b y measuring to ta l cross 
sect ions to 0 . 5 % and diffe­
rential cross sect ions to 1.0% . 
As can be seen from Fig. 3, 
where the error bars vanish 
inside the do ts , the exper iment 
was successful. Th i s paper re­
ports on to ta l cross sect ions 
o n l y for n±p e last ic scattering 
and u~~p nn° charge exchan­
ge scattering — the differen­
t ial cross sect ions w i l l be publ i ­
shed shor t ly . 
T o ob ta in informat ion on 
the nuclear interact ion to the 
accuracy permit ted b y this 
data, correct ions are required 
for the m i x i n g of i so top ic 
spin 1 / 2 and 3 / 2 states due to 
c o u l o m b effects inc lud ing in­
terference and mass differen­
ces, and for the react ions 
Fig. 3 . The j i + p total cross section as measured and fit by 
A . A . Carter et a l . [ 8 ] . Selected earlier measurements are 
also shown. 
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(about 0.5 mb) and n~p a b o v e 170 MeV (about n~~p ny 
0.1 mb). 
A n est imate of the pure ly nuclear mass and w id th of the A (1236) was ex t rac ted 
g i v i n g for the A + + , (mass, w id th ) = (1230.0 ± 0 .6 , 112.8 ± 3) and for the A 0 , 
(1232.9 ± 0 .6 , 113 .6 ± 3 ) . These errors are based on the exper imenta l results 
and d o not inc lude the uncer ta in ty in the a p p r o x i m a t e l y 1 MeV cor rec t ion to e l imi ­
nate c o u l o m b effects. The mass of the A + + (1236) differs b y more than 6 standard 
dev ia t ions f rom the accepted values of (1236.0 ± 0 .6 , 120 ± 2) [ 7 ] . This il lustrates 
one d i f f icu l ty in c o m b i n i n g m a n y imprecise exper iments , none of wh ich require 
deta i led cor rec t ions , to ob ta in a «précise» result l ack ing required correct ions . 
I t is wor th no t ing that the mass difference M ( A 0 ) — M ( A + + ) = 2.9 ± 
rb 0.9 MeV is consis tent wi th a ca lcu la t ion of S o c o l o w [16] based on t adpo le and 
ba ryon-oc te t self energy diagrams which predic ts 2.4 MeV. T h e p rev ious ly ac­
c e p t e d va lue [7 ] was 0.4 ± 0.9 MeV. 
F i g . 4 . Cente r o f mass d i f fe ren t ia l c ross s e c t i o n s for n~p -> rm°. T h e phase shif t f i ts o f L . D R o ­
per e t a l , [ 7 5 ] , C E R N E x p e r i m e n t a l [ 2 1 ] , a n d G l a s g o w ( B ) [ 2 2 ] are s h o w n for c o m p a r i s o n . 
K . W e n d e l l Chen et al. [ 9 ] . 
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A group at Princeton reported [9] on a careful measurement of n~-p charge 
exchange scattering in the invariant mass region 1.22 — 1.51 GeV — a region 
in which very little data was previously available. The most striking feature of 
the data is a previously unobserved dip of three orders of magni tude near the 
backward direction at 1.40 GeV. This is explained as a cancellat ion of the imaginary 
parts of the Pm and P±1 ampli tudes combined with the destructive interference 
of the real parts of these amplitudes with the S and D wave background ampli tudes. 
The spin flip ampli tudes are negl igible in the backward direction. The impressive 
agreement of the phase shift fits to this previously unknown feature as shown in 
Fig. 4 is good evidence for the basic va l id i ty of the elastic phase shift analysis. 
Three measurements of polarization (POL) in n+p elastic scattering in the 
invariant mass region 1.6 —2.5 GeV were submitted to the conference [10, 11 , 1 2 ] . 
This is ext remely useful data as previously on ly 17 polarization distributions for 
n
+p as opposed to 58 for n~p in the mass range of the G E R N experiment [10] 
had been published. The data, which are of generally very high qual i ty , are in 
reasonably good agreement among the three experiments as well as with older 
data. The apparatus used b y the three groups was very similar including right 
and left counter hodoscopes to detect and isolate elastic scattering events and l iquid 
filled Cerenkov counters in the region of kinematic ambigui ty where the proton 
and pion are at equal angles in the laboratory. The polarized proton target material 
Fig. 5 . The differential cross section and polarization of n+p elastic scattering [compared with 
the phase shift fits of Saclay [18] and Durham [ 1 9 ] . M . G. Albrow et al. [ 1 0 ] . 
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Fig . 6. P re l imina ry results for the a s y m m e t r y in n+p e las t ic scat ter ing at three 
of the n ine m o m e n t a measured b y R . M . B r o w n et a l . [ 1 1 ] . T h e phase shift fits of Ber ­
k e l e y [ 2 0 ] , G E R N [ 2 1 ] , and G l a s g o w [ 2 2 ] are s h o w n for c o m p a r i s o n . 
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used was bu tano l [ 1 0 ] wi th a po ­
la r iza t ion of 3 5 ± 2 % , Lan thanun 
Magnes ium Ni t ra te ( L M N ) [ 1 1 ] , and 
e thy lene g l y c o l [12 ] w i th a polar i ­
zat ion of 4 0 — 4 5 % . 
T h e mos t c o m p l e t e and precise 
data are those of the C E R N [10 ] 
c o n t r i b u t i o n w h i c h inc ludes mea­
surements of differential cross sect i ­
ons as wel l as po la r i za t ions at 24 
energies. F ig . 5 shows the data at 
three energies i l lus t ra t ing the g o o d 
prec is ion as we l l as s o m e majo r 
features of the data no t ed b y the 
authors . These i nc lude the for­
ward peak and d ips at t a round 
—0.65 (GeVjc)2 ( p r e s u m a b l y due to 
the p- t ra jec tory passing th rough 
zero) , t ~ 2 .8 (GeV/c)2 (first dis­
cussed b y B o o t h [17] ) and at u ~ 
~ —0.15 (GeV/c)2, all of w h i c h were 
a l ready wel l k n o w n . The polar iza­
t ion shows a k n o w n d ip at t = 
= —0.65 (GeV/c)2 at h igher m o ­
menta as wel l as a p r e v i o u s l y unnot i ­
ced m i n i m u m at u ~ —0.65 (GeV/c)2 
a b o v e 1.9 GeV. In general , bo th 
the DCS and P O L s h o w a r a p i d l y 
va ry ing b e h a v i o r in the resonance 
reg ion , wh i l e a b o v e 2.1 GeV the 
shapes remain fa i r ly cons tan t indi ­
ca t ing the t rans i t ion to the « a s y m p -
to t i c rég ion» m a y be tak ing 
p l a c e . 
F ig . 5 also shows p red ic t ions of 
the phase shift fits of S a c l a y [18] 
and D u r h a m [ 1 9 ] . T h e agreement 
varies f rom reasonable to p o o r and 
c lear ly indica tes a n e w fit shou ld 
be m a d e . 
A Ruther ford L a b o r a t o r y g roup 
presented a p r e l imina ry analysis 
of abou t V 4 of the data ob ta ined in 
a s imi lar energy reg ion [ 1 1 ] . F ig . 6 
shows their da ta at three m o m e n t a 
and compares w i th the phase shift 
fits k n o w n as B e r k e l e y (Pa th 1) [ 2 0 ] , 
C E R N ( E x p e r i m e n t a l ) [21 ] , and 
G l a s g o w ( A ) [22 ] as repor ted in the 
c o m p i l a t i o n of H e r n d o n et al . [ 2 3 ] . 
A g a i n , the ma in features of the da­
ta are shown b y all three fits, al­
t hough the G l a s g o w ( A ) fit is in 
general worse than the other t w o , 
F i g . 7 . n~p b a c k w a r d e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g [ 1 3 ] . T h e 
ear l ie r m e a s u r e m e n t of P . J. D u k e et a l . [ 2 5 ] is 
a l so s h o w n . 
Fig. 8 . it p backward elastic scattering [13 ] com­
pared with the phase shift fits of C E R N [ 2 1 ] , Ber­
keley [ 2 0 ] , Glasgow [ 2 2 ] , and Saclay, [ 1 8 ] , 
J. M . Abi l lon et al . [ 1 3 ] . 
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and no fit follows the detailed behavior of the polarization in a thoroughly satisfac­
tory fashion. 
Similar preliminary data from an experiment done at Argonne National La­
boratory at four momenta in this energy region [12] was presented. The features 
noted by GERN were also observed in this experiment and qualitative agreement 
with a Regge pole model of Berger and Phillips [24] was noted. 
n~p elastic scattering in the backward direction (—0.995 < ; cos 0* <C 
< ; —0.955) has been measured by a group at College de France [13 ] . Some of these 
data are shown in Fig. 7 where they are compared with similar data from a Ruther­
ford Laboratory experiment [25] . The agreement is not good . Fig. 8 compares data 
from this experiment at cos 6* = —0.995 with the phase shift fits known as CERN 
(Experimental) [21] , Berkeley (Path 1) [20 ] , Glasgow (B) [22] , and Bareyre [18 ] . 
As might be expected from the experimental disagreement, there are large devia­
tions from the phase shift fits. 
Backward scattering is expected to be extremely sensitive to the phase shifts 
due to interference between the various waves combined with relatively small 
non-resonant amplitudes. A slight shift in the mass or width of a resonance can 
alter the backward differential cross section by a large amount. Conversely, these 
data should be highly effective in constraining resonance parameters and a new 
phase shift analysis is planned by this group [13 ] . 
An extensive bubble chamber study of n~~p elastic scattering to obtain diffe­
rential and total cross sections at 35 different energies in the invariant mass region 
1.4—2.0 GeV has been carried out by a SLAC — L R L collaboration [14] . A total 
of about 80 K elastic events were analyzed as part of an extensive study of the 
NKTL channel yielding about 85 K inelastic events. The energy will be extended 
up to an invariant mass of 2.26 GeV. This large amount of data was measured on 
the Spiral Reader at L R L and carefully analyzed to minimize systematic errors 
due to such problems as short recoil protons. 
Fig . 9. n p elastic cross sect ion measurements of Brody et al . [ 1 4 ] , Duke et al . [ 2 5 ] , 
He l land et al . [ 2 6 ] , and Ogden et al . [27 ] compared wi th the C E R N phase shift fits 
[ 2 1 ] . A . D . B r o d y et a l . [ 1 4 ] . 
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T o obta in total cross sect ions, the data were normal ized to counter data 
in the region —0.8 <Çcos 0* <C 0.7 , wh ich region contr ibutes o n l y about 2 5 % of the 
cross sect ion, is s l o w l y varying, and is re la t ively free from exper imenta l biases 
for both the counter and bubb le chamber work . The rapid variat ions in the cross 
sect ion are then o n l y weak ly dependent on this normal iza t ion . Fig . 9 shows the 
resulting cross sec t ion together wi th the data of Duke et al . [ 2 5 ] , He l l and et aL 
[ 2 6 ] , and Ogden et aL [27 ] together wi th the predic t ions of the C E R N ( E x p e r i m e n -
tal) phase shift analysis [21] which , as the authors say, represents the data 
wel l . Fig. 10 shows differential cross sect ions at selected energies together wi th 
the predic t ions of the Sac lay [ 2 8 ] , Berke ley [ 2 9 ] , and Glasgow [22] phase shift 
analyses, all of which represent the data fairly we l l . 
A bubb le chamber s tudy of the two b o d y inelastic channel n+p H+K+ 
was reported by a L R L group [ 1 5 ] . The two momenta reported here were c o m b i n e d 
with seven momenta reported earlier [30] and the analysis repeated on the entire 
1.85—2.09 GeV energy region, with no major change in the conc lus ions . Clear ev i ­
dence is seen for the A (1950) in the F37 partial wave and the branching rat io to 
Z+K+ remains at 2.0 ± 0 .4% as in the previous analysis [ 3 0 ] . S o m e weak ev i ­
dence is seen for other resonances, but the data are not conv inc ing . Charge indepen­
dence was also tested b y means of triangle inequalit ies connec t ing this react ion 
wi th n~p —• Z°K° and n~~p Z+K+. One of the three triangle inequal i t ies 
is s l igh t ly v io la ted at cos 0* = + 1 . 0 , but the v io la t ion is no t s ta t i s t ica l ly c o n v i n ­
cing. 
In summary , the exper imental data presented here shows a general agreement 
with exis t ing elastic phase shift fits which helps to generate conf idence in their 
overal l va l id i ty . There are cer ta inly non-negl ig ible discrepancies which po in t out 
the need for a comple te new fit to obta in improved resonance parameters, dec ide on 
the quest ionable candidates , and hopeful ly confi rm the existence of new resonances. 
One such new fit was reported b y R . A y e d , P . Bareyre, and G. V i l l e t [ 3 1 ] . 
This paper reported on an a t tempt to extract resonance parameters from a prev ious­
ly publ ished [18] set of Argand diagrams based on data avai lable through 1969. 
The total number of exper imenta l data points used was 3150 and were fit wi th 
angular m o m e n t u m states up to and inc luding 1 = 5, which impl i ed 44 free para­
meters to fit the data. 
T o obta in the Argand diagrams [ 1 8 ] , the first step was to make independent 
fits at each of the 29 energies. These fits resulted in 5 to 20 solut ions wi th a proba-
b i l i ty greater than 10 at each energy. The next step was to select one so lu t ion at 
each energy such that the ampl i tudes showed the smoothest behav ior as a funct ion 
of the energy. «Smoothes t» was defined in terms of the m i n i m u m value of some fun­
ct ion evaluated over all energies [ 2 0 ] . T o test the influence of this funct ion in rejec­
t ing or accept ing resonances (all smoothness criteria tend to e l iminate resonances) , 
four different funct ions were tried — «min imal path», « m i n i m u m angle change» , 
«min imal surface», and «min ima l path at f ixed m o m e n t u m transfer». Somewha t 
surprisingly, the authors found that all methods gave solut ions wi th the same gene­
ral behavior . 
T o extract resonance parameters [31] from the resulting smoothed Argand 
diagrams, t w o parametr izat ions to c o m b i n e background and resonance cont r ibut ions 
were used. The first added the t w o contr ibut ions in the T matr ix, whi le the second 
preserved uni tar i ty b y mul t ip ly ing the two contr ibut ions in the S mat r ix . In bo th 
cases, the unitarized background ampl i tude was g iven b y a power series in k — 
the CM m o m e n t u m . As a further check on the effect of the parametr izat ion of the 
resonances, the wid th was taken either as f ixed or as variable whi le taking into 
account centrifugal barrier factors as wel l as threshold effects and re l a t i v i s t i c 
correct ions . 
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Fig. 10. it p elastic differential cross sections at several energies compared to the phase shift 
fits of Saclay [ 2 8 ] , Berkeley [ 2 9 ] , and Glasgow [ 2 2 ] . A . D . Brody et al. [ 1 4 ] . 
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Fig. 11 . Argand d iagrams of the / = x / 2 i so top ic spin states. B o t h the to ta l ampl i tudes and the 
background ampl i tudes are shown . T h e so l id lines refer to parametr iza t ion 1, w h i c h added back­
ground and resonance con t r ibu t ions in the T ma t r ix , and the dashed l ines refer to parametr iza­
t ion 2, w h i c h mu l t i p l i ed the t w o con t r ibu t ions in the S ma t r ix . Energy dependent w id ths were 
used in b o t h cases . Ad jacen t poin ts are separated b y 50 MeV in the CM energy. R . A y e d et al. [31 ] . 
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The Argand diagrams were then fit in several stages for each parametr izat ion. 
First those partial waves wi th a substantial ant i -c lockwise arc on the Argand diag­
ram were fit on ly one resonance. A second fit was then made wi th addi t ional re­
sonances a l lowed in those partial waves for wh ich the «background» after the first 
fit was s t rongly suggestive of another resonance. A l l «backgrounds» excep t for the 
Soi wave were then quite smoo th . I t is par t icular ly impressive, as can be seen in 
Fig. 11 for the / = 1 / 2 waves , that the «background» speeds are very small and 
quite constant compared to the speeds for the to ta l ampl i tude inc luding resonance 
cont r ibut ions . This is especia l ly clear for the D15 and F15 waves for which the 
«backgrounds» are small and wel l behaved. 
Figs. 12—13 show the fits resulting f rom the t w o parametrizat ions whi le using 
variable widths for the resonances in both cases. The phase shift and elast ic i ty are 
plot ted separately as a function of energy for each partial wave in Fig. 12 for the 
Fig . 12 . Phase shifts (ô) and e las t ic i t ies (p) for the / = 3 / 2 i s o t o p i c sp in s ta tes . T h e s o l i d l ines 
refer t o pa rame t r i za t ion 1 and the dashed l ines t o pa rame t r i za t ion 2 . T h e error bars g i v e the 
«expé r imen ta l phase shif ts» . R . A y e d et a l . [ 3 1 ] . 
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Fig. 13. Partial wave amplitude speeds for the isotopic spin / — V 2 waves. The error 
bars give the «expérimental speeds» while the solid and open points correspond to the 
fitted amplitudes using parametrizations 1 and 2 respectively. R . Ayed et al. [ 3 1 ] . 
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/ = 3 / A waves while Fig. 13 exhibits the speeds for the / = 1 / 2 waves. The fits in 
general agree very well with the data except for possibly significant structures in 
the data in the P31 (1.6 GeV), P33 (1.7 GeV), and P13 (1.5 GeV) waves. The val idi ty 
of the overall fit was checked b y redoing the fit at each energy using the «smoothed» 
values as starting points. The observation that the new fit values did not differ 
significantly from the «smoothed» values helps to confirm the val id i ty of the fit. 
T a b l e II 
Nucléon Resonances 
iV* Resonances — / — 1/2 
* Definite and well measured. 
The adequacy of the fit was tested by averaging the quanti ty Gi = %\/Ni — 1, 
where Ni is the number of degrees of freedom (and xf is the chisquared value) at 
the i-th energy. Whi l e zero is expected, the fit gave G — 0.67 ± 0.5. 
Table II summarizes the results of this analysis [31 ] and lists the major known 
properties of all nucléon resonances as listed b y the Particle Data Group [7] for 
comparison. The mass and width errors listed in the table are not to be interpreted 
in the sense of standard deviat ions, but indicate the range obtained by various 
analyses due to differences in procedures and models while analyzing essentially 
the same data. Whi l e not well defined, these error indicators g ive probably the 
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best available s imple indicat ion of the rel iabi l i ty and accuracy of the fits. An 
asterisk is used to denote those states whose existence is clear and whose parameters 
are relat ively well determined. 
The most striking result of this phase shift analysis [ 3 1 ] is the d iscovery with 
good evidence of two new resonances — # 1 9 ( 2 2 2 0 ) and H3, 1 1 ( 2 3 1 5 ) . These 
are the most massive nucléon resonances yet discovered with the elastic phase 
shift technique and are consistent with being Regge recurrences of the ^ 1 5 ( 1 6 9 0 ) 
and F37 ( 1 9 5 0 ) respect ively. They make adequate fits to a straight line on a 
Chew — Frautschi p lo t . The H3, 1 1 ( 2 3 1 5 ) is somewhat l o w , but this mass is close 
to the t o p of the energy region treated in the fit and so is less constrained b y the 
requirements of cont inui ty . 
In general this analysis confirms the results of previous phase shift analyses, 
although a number of questionable candidates — D35 ( 1 9 6 0 ) , P 3 3 ( 2 1 6 0 ) , 
D13 ( 1 7 0 0 ) , F17 ( 1 9 9 0 ) , and D13 ( 2 0 4 0 ) — are not observed, and a few others 
are found with weak evidence or with parameters v io len t ly different from earlier 
analyses. Part icularly noteworthy are: 
1 . The P31 ( 1 9 1 0 ) which is found here with p o o r evidence at 1 7 8 0 MeV in 
parametrization 1 (Resonance + Background) and at 2 0 7 0 MeV in parametri­
zation 2 (Resonance * Background) . 
2 . The PÎ1 ( 1 7 8 5 ) which is here found with a mass of 1 6 3 0 MeV and a width 
of 5 5 MeV. 
3 . The JP13 ( 1 8 6 0 ) for which poor candidates are observed at 1 5 0 0 MeV and 
1 9 0 0 MeV. 
4 . Other known resonances which are observed but classified as «poor» in­
clude the P33 ( 1 6 9 0 ) — observed at 1 8 0 0 MeV, and the F35 ( 1 8 9 0 ) . 
5 . Resonances not required b y this analysis but for which some poor evi­
dence previous ly existed include the D35 ( 1 9 6 0 ) , the P 3 3 ( 2 1 6 0 ) , the DÎ3 ( 1 7 0 0 ) , 
the FÎ7 ( 1 9 9 0 ) , and the DÎ3 ( 2 0 4 0 ) . Some evidence for the D13 ( 1 7 0 0 ) is vis ible 
from the speed graph for the D13 wave in Fig. 1 3 . 
These examples indicate some of the l imitat ions and inaccuracies of the elastic 
phase shift technique. Of greater importance is the fact that the thirteen resonances 
marked with asterisks in Table II are not controversial and have rather small 
errors on their parameters. This result is independent of detailed assumptions on 
the formalism used to represent background and resonances and the procedure 
used. 
More precise data — some of which are already available — wi l l clarify the 
situation further and there is hope that similar data at higher energies wi l l permit 
an extension of the mass region, although the difficulties and compl ica t ions above 
3 or 4 GeV are difficult to foresee at the present t ime. Gertainly the increase in the 
number of parameters as the number of important angular momen tum waves in­
crease and probable increases in inelasticities wil l compl ica te the analysis conside­
rably. 
It is quite l ike ly that to push this type of analysis to higher energies more 
detailed models wi l l be necessary. Such a model has been proposed b y Wrigh ton , 
Ross , and Leith [ 3 2 ] . The va l id i ty and usefulness of such models are not entirely 
clear n o w , but the good agreement with experiment of this s imple model is encourag­
ing and m a y lead to deeper understanding. 
This mode l [ 3 2 ] makes a direct fit to 5 6 differential cross sections and 4 9 po­
larization measurements i n the invariant mass region 1 . 3 6 — 1 . 9 3 GeV using a sum 
of resonant plus diffractive background contributions to the T matr ix. The resonant 
term used is a Breit — Wigner with energy dependent width and appropriate bar­
r i e r p e n e t r a t i o n factors. T h e diffraction ampli tude used to describe background 
i s an exponential wi th constant slope in momentum transfer and a magni tude set 
b y a constant fraction of the smoothed zero degree cross section obtained using 
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Fig. 14. -n~ p differential cross sections from 1520 to 1995 MeV center of mass 
energy. The sol id line is the fit of the mode l of G, G. Wr igh ton et aL [ 3 2 ] . 
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the optical theorem. The phase between resonant and diffraction amplitudes is 
taken to be zero. 
The resulting fit illustrated in Fig. 14 has a X2 of 9352 for 2126 degrees of free­
dom, but follows the main features of the data in spite of occasional discrepancies 
such as missing the diffractive peak at the higher energies. The fitted resonance 
parameters are compatible with the accepted values and in particular, the FLL 
(1785) is strongly supported at a mass of 1703 MeV. 
Another technique designed to extend phase shift analyses to higher energies 
called «Phase Band Analysis» has been proposed by Moravcsik [33] . This technique 
divides the partial waves into two sets — angular momentum states I = 0 to LQJ 
which are treated collectively by, for example, writing the elasticity and phase 
T a b l e III 
shift as polynomials in ^ - and angular momentum states I = L0 -f- 1 to LMAX 
which are treated individually in the normal way. The advantage of the technique is 
a reduction in the number of free parameters (4 ( 2 Z m a x + 1) in a normal analysis), 
which become very large when many angular momentum states must be considered. 
The technique may be applicable at energies high enough so the low partial 
waves are mainly absorbed and hopefully uncoupled. The method was tested at 2.5 
and 2.75 GeV/c and gives results in agreement with standard techniques [34] . The 
solutions were tested for stability by taking larger and smaller collective bands 
with encouraging results. The work is being continued in an attempt to fit all pa­
rtial waves by iterating while decreasing the collective band and fixing the higher 
waves until all waves are determined in detail. A fairer test of the technique 
requires complete data at considerably higher energies where the number of para­
meters would normally be excessive. 
B. The Isobar Model. The reaction STN ->• NNN is the major inelastic channel 
in the resonance region and, in principle, can produce very useful information 
to supplement the elastic phase shift analyses. In particular, resonances with very 
small elastic branching ratios produce small circles which are difficult to reliably 
isolate on Argand diagrams (smoothing techniques tend to erase them), but could 
be readily observed if they had a large branching ratio to NNN. Difficulties arise 
because of the three body final state which the isobar model assumes to be a quasi 
two body final state consisting of a resonance which decays into two partic­
les plus the third particle. This is certainly an incomplete description and a 
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Fig. 15. (a) Invariant mass spectra from the react ion n~~p - » /ZJI+JX"™". The dot ted cur­
ves show phase space and the sol id curves exhib i t the fit of the m o d e l , (b) The elasti­
c i t ies ca lcula ted from the mode l (stars) compared to the phase shift fits of C E R N £21 ] 
(closed c i rc les) , Saclay [ 2 8 ] (open circ les) , and the isobar mode l fits of Saclay [ 4 5 ] (open 
tr iangles) . Oxford [ 3 7 ] (closed tr iangles). M . M . Makarov et al . [35J. 
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coherent mixture of all possible resonances plus background is required to des­
cribe the reaction completely. Starts have been made in this direction, but more 
data and detailed fits are required. 
Table III summarizes the contributions in this area. In general, reasonable 
fits have been made to the data and the elastic branching ratios found from the fits 
are in fair agreement with the results of elastic phase shift analyses. 
Makarov et al. [35] have carried out a relativistic partial wave analysis [42] 
of the reaction n~p nn+n~- using four diagrams, but ignoring nn interactions. 
Using the nomenclature Lu Lf, 2 / , where Lu Lf are the orbital angular momenta 
of the initial and (quasi two body) final states, and / is the total angular momentum, 
A (1236) production was assumed in the DS3, DD3 and P P 1 states, and background 
in the PS1 state. Fitting the model at each energy separately to the pion angular 
distributions, a reasonable fit to the data was obtained as shown in Fig. 15a. 
Evidence is obtained for the branching ratio of the Pll (1470) into An to be about 
5 0 % , but the maximum energy of this experiment is below the central mass of the 
P l l (1470). The elasticity parameter has also been determined for the P l l and 
D13 incident waves and agrees rather well with the elastic phase shift data as 
shown in Fig. 156. 
Kravtsov [36] has analyzed both n+p and n~p going into five different channels 
assuming all events proceed through the N*n channel where N* is either the 
A (1236) proceeding through the DS3 or P P 1 waves or a N* ( 1 / 2 , V 2 ) treated in the 
scattering length approximation, nn interactions are ignored, but interference ef­
fects are included leading to an 11 parameter fit at each four energies. Again, rea­
sonable agreement with the data was obtained and agreement with the elastic 
phase shift analyses was obtained — the agreement with the GERN [21] analysis 
is considerably better than that with Saclay [28] or Schegelsky [43 ] , as shown in 
Fig. 16. 
A detailed application of the isobar model to both n+p [38] and n~p [39] 
induced reactions was carried out by a group at Saclay on a total sample of about 
21K events, most of which were measured at other laboratories. This analysis, 
which is similar to that of Saxon, 
Mulvey, and Ghinowsky [37] on 
n~p reactions at a slightly lower 
energy, used N (nn) intermediate 
states as well as the (Nn) n state 
employed by Makarov et aL [35] and 
Kravtsov [36] . It is perhaps not sur­
prising that at low energies, where 
the s wave is dominant, the (Nn) n 
and N (nn) formalisms give si­
milar results. Above 1500 MeV, 
however, it is clear that p wave (jxjt) 
interactions must be included [37, 
3 8 ] . 
The n~~p pn~n°, nn~^n~" re­
actions were described by the 
Saclay group [39] as a coherent 
superposition of the nA (1236), No, 
and Np intermediate states. The a 
is not considered to be necessarily 
a real resonance, but a useful for­
malism to describe the nn interac­
tion in an / = / = 0 state as given 
sections for nN Fig. 16. Partial wave cross 
-> Nun as obta ined from the isobar mode l fit of 
A , V . Kravtsov [36 ] compared to the results of 
the elastic phase shift analyses of Saclay [ 2 8 ] 
(open triangles), C E R N [21 ] (open circles),* and 
Schegelsky [43 ] (closed tr iangles). 
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Fig. 17. Dis t r ibut ion of the azimuth angle of the inci­
dent JX in a frame determined by the final part icles. 
The sol id lines indicate the fit of the model inclu­
ding the Nzt intermediate state. Nguyen Thuc 
D i e m et al . [ 3 9 ] . 
by nn phase shifts [44] . Its mass 
was taken as 746 MeV and its 
width as either 200 or 400 MeV 
without noticeable differences in 
the fit, although lower masses 
were excluded by previous fits 
[45] , The partial waves used 
were nA (PPU, SDH, DS13, 
PP13, DD13, SD31, DS33, and 
DD33), No (PS SP11, 
DP13), and Np (5511, PP11, 
DS13). The nomenclature here is 
Li, Lf, 21, 2J, where / is the 
total isotopic spin. In general, 
two couplings are possible for 
the Np state in a given partial 
wave. In the -PPll state where 
this is possible, it was found 
that they gave equivalent results 
and only the (Np) state with 
spin V 2 was kept. One overall 
phase is arbitrary and was fixed 
by giving the DS13 wave the 
phase of the elastic Z>13 ampli­
tude. All parameters were then 
determined by fitting the data 
(including the reaction n^n 
pri^n— obtained from deute­
rium reactions) to this model . 
A typical comparison with the data is shown in Fig. 17. The fit with the p 
included (solid line) is a clear improvement over the fit without the p (dotted line). 
The p channel decreased the total %2 by a factor of 2 to 3, giving 1.5 to 2 per degree 
of freedom. 
Fig. 18. Partial wave elast ici ty parameters as determined from isobar mode l fits 
[ 3 9 ] and the phase shift analysis of Saclay [ 1 8 ] . Nguyen Thuc D i e m et a l . [ 3 9 ] . 
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Fig. 19. Tota l cross sect ion for vCp -> nr\. The sol id boxes indicate the pre­
dict ions of elastic phase shift analyses for the total cross sect ion whi le the open 
boxes denote the contr ibut ions due to the £11 partial w a v e . Nguyen Thuc 
D i e m et al . [ 3 9 ] . 
Fig. 20. Comparison between elast ici ty parameter obtained from an isobar mode l fit 
[ 3 8 ] and an elastic phase shift analysis [ 1 8 ] . P . Chavanon et al . [ 3 8 ] . 
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Of particular interest for production experiments is the results that the Pll 
wave decay into nA is comparable to its decay into Nztn. This branching ratio is 
extremely difficult to measure in production experiments as will be discussed and, 
of course, is not observable in elastic phase shift analyses. 
A comparison with the elasticities from elastic phase shift analyses is possible 
since the cross sections for inelastic channels other than Nun is small at these ener-
gies. Good agreement is obtained as shown in Fig. 18. At the higher energies, this 
experiment yields larger elasticities (smaller inelastic cross sections) as would 
be expected from the increase of other inelastic channels as the energy increases. 
The data are consistent with all the «missing inelasticity» at 1.53 GeV (2.2 mb) 
being in the nr\ channel. The total cross section obtained for this reaction is compa-
tible with other measurements as shown on Fig. 19. However , the dominant wave 
responsible is D13, and £11 contributes only 10—16%, a result in complete dis-
agreement with the K matrix analysis of Davies and Moorhouse [22] . 
The analysis of n+p pn^n0 [38] was carried out in a similar way, except 
that higher angular momentum states were included due to the higher energies 
involved, and the No channel was 
not included. Instead 10 partial waves 
(up to FF7) were used for the JXA chan-
nel and 4 for each (Np) spin state. 
This gave 18 partial waves with 35 
parameters (the arbitrary phase was 
set by taking the phase of the FF7 wave 
to be that of the F37 elastic ampli-
tude). 
The agreement with the elastic 
phase shift analysis [18] is good for 
all waves except Z>35 and F37 (see 
Fig. 20), which may be corrected by 
other channels such as TÏTV 
Some evidence is seen for the D33 
(1670) decaying into both An and Np 
and the P33 (1690) is observed, if 
at all, at a mass of 1.8 GeV or 
higher. 
The general agreement of the fit 
with the data is reasonably good ex-
cept at the highest energies as would 
be expected. It may be that periphe-
ral production mechanisms are begin-
ning to be important, and such effects 
will be included in the next series of 
fits by this group [38, 3 9 ] . 
There is evidence that the isobar 
model is currently a phenomenology 
accurate to perhaps 10% [38, 3 9 ] . 
This is roughly indicated by the gene-
ral quality of the fits at lower ener-
gies. It would clearly be valuable to 
improve this phenomenology and to 
obtain adequate statistics to check 
the phenomenology more carefully. 
In particular, at higher energies the 
Fig. 21. Da l i t z plots for n : p -> pnTn0 at two 
energies to illustrate the over lap between A"^+ 
(1236) and p + bands. U . Mehtani et al . [ 4 1 ] . 
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problems increase due to the importance of higher partial waves, more resonan­
ces and peripheral processes. 
A Riverside — Berkeley — New Hampshire collaboration reported on a very 
large statistics study of the n+p A + + (1236) Jt° channel [41 ] . 1.2 mill ion pictures 
were analyzed at six momenta in the invariant mass region 1.85—2.09 GeV yielding 
42K events in the channel n+p pn+n° which is dominated by the quasi two body 
channels A + + j t ° , A~jrn+ and p p + . The technique used to select out the A + + (1236) n° 
channel was to make cuts on the Dalitz plot . As shown in Fig. 21, this selection 
is not straightforward due to the overlap of the A + + (1236) and p + bands. 
To minimize this difficulty, only the lower half of the A + + (1236) band was taken 
at lower energies which gives half the angular region of the A + + (1236) decay in an 
unbiassed fashion. Note that M2 (n+n°) is linear in cos a for fixed M (pn+), where 
a is the CM decay angle of the A + + (1236). At higher energies, where the p"1" band 
crosses the middle of the A + + (1236) band (Fig. 216), the mass conjugation techni­
que of Eberhard and Pripstein [46] was used. This assumes the quasi two body 
amplitudes are incoherent and that the A + + (1236) JX° and A + (1236) n + amplitudes 
are identical. 
Both s channel resonance effects (seen in the rapid variations of the cross 
section) and t channel p-exchange effects (dips at tmin and t — —0.5 (GeV/c)2) 
are clearly visible in the data (Fig. 22). A fit was made using four resonances in 
this energy region — FS5 (1890), P31 (1910), F37 (1950) and D35 (1960) — as 
well as four adjoining resonances whose parameters were held fixed at their reported 
values [ 7 ] . The fit, which is shown by the broken line in Figure 22, has a chisquared 
of 274 with 103 degrees of freedom (%2 = 274/103), with the worst disagreement at 
Fig. 22. Dis t r ibut ions in the center of mass angle between the and n° in the react ion ji+p -> 
-> p T h e broken l ine is the fit for ^-channel resonances whi le the cont inuous l ine is the fit for 
a coherent sum of s-channel resonances and p exchange. U. Mehtani et al. [ 4 1 ] . 
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thé higher energies. A second fit was then made with a coherent sum of s-channel 
resonances as described above and a completely determined Regge p exchange 
amplitude. This improved the chisquared to 221/103 and the fit is shown by the 
continuous line in Fig. 22. This fit, of course, contains the danger of double counting 
in that the s-channel resonances may already be contained in the ^-channel ampli­
tude. To check this, the s-channel partial wave amplitudes were projected out 
of the ^-channel amplitude. No clear resonance—like amplitudes were observed. 
The resonance parameters obtained in either fit are not in disagreement with the 
results of elastic phase shift analyses. 
In studying the pp+ channel [ 47 ] , the same group has found no evidence for 
decays of nucléon resonances into the pN channel. 
Fig. 23 . Var ia t ion of partial wave ampl i tudes for the react ion n~p &~ ( 1 2 3 6 ) J T + 
when fit t ing (a) p roduct ion angular distr ibutions on ly , (b) bo th product ion and 
decay distr ibut ions, (c) typica l fits to the product ion angular dis t r ibut ion. 
A . D . B r o d y et a l . [ 4 0 ] . 
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An analysis of the reaction 
n-p A - (1236) n + was used to 
measure the An branching ratios 
of the DÎ5 (1670) and FÎ5 (1688) 
resonances to be 0.44 ± 0,08 and 
0.26 + 0.06 respectively [40] . The 
quasi two body channel was selec T 
ted from n~p nxi^n— by selec-
ting the nn~~ mass to lie in the re-
gion 1140 < M (nu-) < 1320 MeV. 
A partial wave analysis was carried 
out including the P5 and D5 waves 
to describe the resonances and £ 3 , 
j P I , Dl, and Fl waves to describe 
the background. The nomenclature 
is L, 2 / , where L is the nA orbital 
angular momentum and / is the 
total angular momentum. Resonan-
ces were parametrized by nonrela-
tivistic Breit — Wigner amplitudes 
with mass dependent widths and 
backgrounds by T = (a + bq) + 
+ i (c + dq) where q is the An CM 
np as mea-
Fig. 24. The Wolfenste in parameter Aq 
sured at 605 MeV [ 49 ] (solid circles) compared 
wi th the phase shift predict ions of Pazman et al. 
[ 5 1 ] . S. I . Bi lenkaya et al. [ 4 9 ] . 
momentum. The general quality of the fits and partial wave amplitudes are shown 
in Fig. 23. 
Measurements of the Depolarization Dpn [48] and of the Wolfenstein parame-
ter A [49] in elastic pn scattering at 605 MeV were also reported. The purpose of 
these experiments was to distinguish between two existing sets of nucléon—nuc-
léon phase shifts in the energy range 600—650 MeV [50] . As shown in Fig. 24, 
the Apn measurements reject solution II of Pazman et al. [51 ] and agree well with 
solution I I I . This extends the region in which the phase shifts are uniquely known 
from 400 to 650 MeV, but depends on the assumptions used in the fit that I > 5 
states are reasonably described by a one-pi on exchange diagram and on assumptions 
on the meson product ion mechanism. 
I I I . PRODUCTION EXPERIMENTS 
A . N * (1400—1700). Most of the contributions on the pro-
duction of nucléon resonances were concerned with the Nnn state in the invariant 
mass region 1400—1700 MeV. The properties studied included the existence of 
the 1470 and 1700 MeV bumps, their mass and width values, the branching ratio 
of the N* (1700) to A (1236) n, and attempts at angular momentum analysis. 
As discussed earlier, the correlation between bumps in invariant mass distri-
butions and resonance parameters derived from elastic phase shift analysis is 
not straightforward as O i n e i may peak at a considerably different mass than the 
central resonance mass due to the effects of background. Further, the background 
may differ among different production experiments and should be quite different 
from the background in formation experiments. The i^l5 (1690) and Z>15 (1670), 
which are presumably mainly responsible for the bump around 1700 MeV to be 
d i s c u s s e d , h a v e , c o n s i d e r a b l y less background than the Pll (1470) in formation 
experiments and the 1700 bump is better behaved in production experiments but 
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this behavior is not a necessary consequence of the smaller background under 
the 1700 MeV resonances in production. Their somewhat smaller widths and 
increased distance above threshold do help to simplify this problem. 
Table IV summarizes the contributions to this conference and previously 
published work relevant to the problems of the masses and widths as well as the 
A + + (1236) I T - and A 0 K branching ratios of the 1400 and 1700 bumps. The mas­
ses and widths show a remarkable consistency considering the variety of pro­
duction reactions and energies. That the consistency is not perfect is well illu­
strated by Fig. 25 which shows the combined pnn mass distribution from reactions 
of the type mp —>- mpn~^n~~ including 8 GeVIc n~p [63] , 13.1 GeVic n+p [61] , 
16 GeVIc n*p [62] and 18. 5 GeVIc ^p [63] . The 1700 MeV bump remains stri­
king as in the individual plots, but the 1470 bump visible in the individual plots 
becomes a shoulder. This could be due to different backgrounds in the various 
reactions, but the A B B C H L V collaboration [57] after combining in a similar way 
3 x + p at 8 GeVIc, K~~p at 10 GeVIc, and ^p at 16 GeVIc with similar total sta­
tistics see a definite bump at 1450 MeV with a valley of almost 100 events/50 MeV 
separating it from the 1700 MeV bump. 
The branching ratio into KK, while certainly not totally consistent, does 
not disagree by more than a few standard deviations. The evidence for its exi­
stence at around the 5% level now seems to be quite convincing [54, 5 5 ] . How­
ever, the disagreement on the A (1236) n branching ratio of the N* (1700) is stri­
king and irreconcilable. The experiments break into two categories in this re-
gard — either consistent with no decay into A (1236) TO or a roughly 70% — , -
branching ratio. The problem is complicated by the fact that the A (1236) takes 
up a large fraction of the Dalitz plot for the Decay of a mass 1700 MeV object 
into pn+n~ — a band corresponding to plus and minus a full width covers about 
60% of the area of the Dalitz plot . A further complication arises from the fact 
Fig. 26. (a) The A+"HRT~~ componen t of the 
p j t + r c - mass spectrum from n~~p -> n,~pn^~K~ at 
6 GeVIc: (b) The n o n - A + + j r ~ component of the 
pn^n~ mass spectrum. David J. Crennell et al. 
[54] . 
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that a mass cut around the N* (1700) will typically include more than 70% 
background. In addition, interference effects are clearly possible and will certa-
inly have to be carefully taken into account before the problems are fully resol-
ved. 
Perhaps the most impressive evidence for the N* (1700) not decaying to 
À (1236) n is shown in Fig. 26 [54 ] . The pnn mass spectrum from n~p — K 
n~pn+n— at 6.0 GeVIc was broken up into 50 MeV bins and each resulting 
Dalitz plot fitted with a Breit — Wigner for the A (1236) plus a uniform back-
ground. As shown in Fig. 26, the amplitude of the Breit — Wigner term is essen-
tially constant across the 1700 MeV region whereas the background amplitude 
shows a bump of magnitude consistent with the 1730 enhancement in the overall 
pnn mass spectrum. A similar result is illustrated in Fig. 27 where a prominent 
N* (1700) bump is reduced to a possible shoulder by selecting on a narrow 
A (1236) band. A detailed maximum likelihood fit to this data including the 
A (1236) decay angular distribution yields an upper limit of 8% for the 
A + + (1236) n~~/pn+n~ branching ratio. As shown in Table IV, all groups [52, 53, 
54, 55, 58] with most events produced at beam momentum below 10 GeVIc are 
consistent with no N* (1700) decay to A (1236) n. 
Conversely, all groups with beam momenta mainly above 10 GeVIc are con-
sistent with about 70% branching ratio [57, 61, 62, 6 3 ] . This result is perhaps 
best illustrated in Figure 28 from the Purdue group [61 ] studying the reaction 
n
+p n+pn+n~ at 13.1 GeVIc. Fig. 28a shows the unselected pnn mass spect-
rum as well as (shaded) those events with 1.16 < M (pn+) < 1.28 VeG, for which 
N * (1700) bump remains prominent. Fig. 28c shows the result of an analysis 
similar to that described above [54, 55] and exhibits a bump in the pn+n~~ mass 
distribution when the A (1236) n— component is plotted. In complete disa-
greement with lower energy work a A (1236) n branching ratio of 75 ± 15% is quo-
ted [61 ] . Similar results using similar techniques were obtained by the A B B C H L V 
collaboration [57] (75 ± 15%) and a Notre Dame group [68] (69 ± 1 4 % ) . Less 
detailed analyses give A (1236) n branching ratios consistent with zero in K~p 
interactions at 4.2 GeVIc [52] , n+p at 5.0 GeVIc [53] and n~p mainly at 7.0 GeVIc 
[58] and consistent with a large branching ratio in n^p at 16.0 GeVIc [62] . Older 
work in pp at 5.7 GeVIc [66] and pp at 25 GeVIc [68] is also consistent with 
a zero branching ratio. 
The reason for this seeming inconsistency is not at all clear. It may be simply 
that the 1700 MeV bump actually consists of a number of resonances with dif-
ferent A (1236) jt branching ratios whose relative importance varies with the 
reaction. The D15 (1670), F15 (1688), SU (1700) and £ 3 3 (1670) could all be in-
volved. The D15 (1670) and F15 (1688) both have branching ratios consistent 
with 7 0 % , whereas the others are unknown [7 ] . It could also be due to experi-
mental biases or difficulties with the analysis, but the raw data seem too diffe-
rent (see Figs. 27 and 28a) to support this hypothesis. A more probable explana-
tion lies in the possibility of interference between background and resonance 
decays as may have been indicated by a Rutgers result reported at the Vienna Con-
ference [2] showing a dip in the A (1236) component around 1700 MeV. This im-
plies that the N* (1700) does decay into A (1236) JX and interferes destructively 
with the background. 
A suggestion has been made by the A B B C H L V collaboration [57] that the 
N* (1700) as well as the N* (1470) is produced by a diffractive mechanism of 
the type m + p ->~ mN*n, N* Nn. This suggestion is based on the observa-
tion that both the 1470 and 1700 MeV enhancements are consistent with being 
produced via Pomeron exchange as seen by the fact that their production cross 
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Fig. 27. (a) pn^n" mass spectrum from K~~p -> K~pnJr7i~ at 3.9 and 
4.6 GeVIc exc lud ing 820 < M (K~n+) < 980 MeV and selecting on product i ­
on angle 6 * between incident and outgoing KT~ so that cos 6* > 0 .9 . (b) Same 
as (a) but w i th select ion on a narrow A + + — 1.16 < M (pn*~) < 1.28 GeV, 
as indicated in the insert. V . E . Barnes et al. [ 5 5 ] . 
F ig . 28. (a) p j t + j t ~ m a s s spectra from Jt+p 3t + pjt~hnf~ at 13.1 GeVjc. The sha­
ded histogram contains events wi th 1.136 < M (pn+) < 1.336 GeV. (b) Same as 
(a) for a «clean» sample of events for wh ich the angle between the ri~~ and n£ in 
the pn^TL~ rest sys tem is greater than 90° . This sample el iminates boson reso­
nance produc t ion w h i c h is background to the channel of interest here, (c) Number 
of A + + events vs M (pjx^ji ) obta ined b y m a x i m u m l ike l ihood fits to the pji~hrc 
Dal i tz p lo t s , (d) Same as (c) for the «clean» sample . R . B . W i l l m a n n et al . [ 6 1 ] . 
Fig. 29. pif^n mass spectrum 
from reactions of the form mp ^> 
~> mpn"^n~. The shaded area c o r ­
responds to events wi th pjt~" in the 
(1470) mass band. K . Boese-
beck et al. [ 5 7 ] . C o m b i n e d dis t r ibu­
t ion from 16 GeV/c j t ± , 10 GeV/c. 
8 GeV/c n+. 
Fig. 30 . Dal i tz p lo t of M2 (pn+) versus 
M2 (pji'~~) for events from the react ion 
K~~p -> K—pn+nT at 10 GeV/e wi th 
M (pn+n~) in the 1710 MeV mass 
band . K . Boesebeck et al . [ 5 7 ] . 
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sections in reactions of the type mp mN* are independent of energy and that 
they are not produced in the reaction K~p (nn+n—) K° where charge would 
have to be exchanged. This is in disagreement with most other investigators who 
conclude that these bumps are consistent with normal resonance production. 
The N* (1470) is then explained [57] in analogy to the A region in n reac­
tions and the Q region in K reactions as a diffraction dissociation peak in the 
A + + (1236) at— system at low masses 
in the reaction m-\-p~-^A++ (1236) 
J C — + m. This would not explain 
the TV* (1700) due to its being 
well above the A + + (1236) n~ 
threshold. It is then postulated 
that the N* (1700) may be due to 
the reaction m + p A^*° (1470) 
j t + + m as a similar threshold ef­
fect. The evidence for this conje­
cture is summarized in Fig. 29, 
which shows a sharp peak in the 
pn+n~- mass distribution at a mass 
of 1700 MeV when the pn~~ mass 
is selected to be in the N* (1470) 
mass band. A peak is, however, 
kinematically expected as threshold 
is at about 1600 MeV for the N* 
(1470) n system and the probabili ty 
for the pjt~~ system to lie in the 
N* (1470) band decreases as the 
/ m + j v * mass increases. An attempt 
to clarify the question was made by 
preparing a Dalitz plot for the 
pn+n— masses in the 1700 MeV 
region as shown in Fig. 30. Unfor­
tunately, the A + + (1236) and N*° 
(1470) mass bands cross in the 
most populated region of the Da­
litz plot and no clear iV*° (1470) 
signal is visible. If true, this hypo­
thesis could explain the variation 
in the A + 4 ~ (1236) jt branching ratio 
of the N* (1700) as due to vary­
ing interferences between the A + + 
(1236) and N*° (1470) decay modes. 
An angular momentum analy­
sis was attempted by the Purdue 
group [61 ] assuming the decay 
mode N* (1720) A + + n - pn+n~ 
for the mass region 1620 <C 
M < (pn+n-~) < 1820 MeV. A maxi­
mum likelihood fit was made to the 
sequential decay assuming / = 3 / 2 , 
5 / 2 , and 7 / 2 to determine the helicity 
Fig. 3 1 . The variations of the moments of 
Y™ (9, <p) as a function of pn+n~~ mass in 50 MeV 
bins for events f rom the react ion K~^p -> K~^pnJrn~~ 
at 10 GeVIc. B i rmingham — Glasgow — Oxford 
Col laborat ion [ 5 6 ] . 
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amplitudes and the density matrix of the N* (1720). This procedure rejects 
J = 3 4 0 1 1 the 10~ 4 confidence level and is consistent with J = 5 / 2 and 7 / 2 al-
though the neglect of the large background under the N* (1720) makes this 
conclusion uncertain. 
A detailed partial wave analysis of the pzi+n— system below 1750 MeV was 
carried out by a Birmingham — Glasgow — Oxford collaboration [56] using 
7067 examples of K+p K+pn+n~- at 10 GeVlc. This is a preliminary result 
and will be extended using over 11.000 events. The pn+u~ system was assumed 
to be produced at the target proton vertex and a cut was made restricting momen-
tum transfer to < 0.5 (GeV I cf. In addition the K*° (890) was removed (830 < 
< M (K+n-) < 950 MeV). This cut data shows clear peaks at 1480 and 1690 MeV. 
A model independent fit was made to the angular distribution of the target 
proton in the (pn+n~) center of mass system taking the axis as perpendicular 
to the (pn+TC~) plane and the X axis along the jr~~ direction. The major results 
as indicated in Fig. 31 are (I) Im Y\ is large indicating at least two waves of oppo-
site parity in the entire mass region, (II) Y% is appreciable above about 
1450 MeV indicating the presence of waves with / >- 3 / 2 , (111) Y f is significant aro-
und 1700 MeV indicating waves w i t h / > * 5 / 2 . 
A model dependent fit to all characte-
ristics of the events was also attempted 
Fig. 32 . Ev idence for the decay m o d e 
N* (1700) -> AK. (a) R . Morse et a l . 
[ 5 8 ] . (b) D a v i d J. Crennell et al . [ 5 4 ] . 
(c) V . E . Barnes et a l . [ 5 5 ] . 
Fig. 33. Ev idence for the decay m o d e 
N* (1700) p (Ù in the react ion pp -> ppn^n~n° 
at 13.1 GeV le. The dot ted curve corresponds to 
725 < M (pn+re-Ji°) < 825 Me V — the co re-
g ion — and the full curve to 6 5 0 < M (jt+xt -"Jt°)< 
< 900 MeV exc lud ing the co band. J. Le Guya-
der et al. [60 ] . 
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assuming the (pnn) system decays into A (1236) JI and pa in the / = X/ 2 N wave, 
where a is an s wave jtn interaction. Limitations in this formulation include the 
neglect of pp amplitudes which may be important for the upper mass range and 
the neglect of non A (1236) n contributions which maybe due to other than Jp = 
=
 1 / 2 + waves going into a po state. These approximations probably limit the 
usefulness of the fit to the region below 1600 MeV. The major results of the fit are (I) 
the 1 / 2 + wave is large in the 1500 MeV region and exhibits comparable coupling 
to A (1236) n and po states. (II) the 3/ 2~~ wave is large from threshold, (III) 
the 5 / 2 + wave is small until 1600 MeV and then becomes important. (IV) 1 / 2 ~ 
and 5 / 2 ~ waves are not needed. These results are in general agreement with the 
presence of the PU (1470), D13 (1520), ^15 (1688), and Pll (1780) resonance 
expected from the elastic phase shift analysis. 
Recent data on the branching ratio of the iV* (1700) into AK are summari­
zed on Fig. 32. A positive signal is observed by the Wisconsin — Toronto group 
(Fig. 32a) [58], and numerical branching ratios have been published by two Brook-
haven groups — 5 ± 1% (Fig. 326) [54] and 4 ± 1.5% (Fig. 32c) [55] . Negative, 
but not really contradictory results have been obtained with limits <<4% [53], 
<C 2.5% [61 ] and < 2 % [66] . All errors and limits are on the one standard devia­
tion level. The reactions and energies are summarized in Table IV. 
A strong indication for decay into pco but not into uncorrelated pn^n—n° 
by the iV* (1700) is shown in Fig. 33 [60] . The peak, which has a mass of 1750 ± 
± 25 MeV and width 100 ± 25 MeV is consistent with the N* (1700) within 
2.5 standard deviations as well as with a previous observation [69] . 
B. Miscellaneous JV* Contributions. Azimov [70] has postulated the possib­
le existence of a new nucléon state probably below the Nn threshold which could 
be observed by the decay mode Nf -+*Ny. This is based on a possible new octet 
containing the S (1630), 2 (1475) and A (1330), none of which are yet firmly estab­
lished [71. It could be observed in production experiments using the Ny decay 
mode or in missing mass experiments which already put a limit of 50 \xb [71 ] . 
Other possibilities for detection include electroproduction experiments and n~~ 
capture in hydrogen. 
A Nnnn decay mode of the 
Gil (2190) was reported with 
good statistics [57] . The repor­
ted mass 2203 ± 10 MeV and 
width 175^50° are both consistent 
with the parameters obtained 
with large errors from the ela­
stic phase shift analysis. In 
addition, evidence for aiV* (1300) 
was reported by this group. 
Weak evidence for two px\ 
decay modes of nucléon resonan­
ces was presented using the 
reaction pp-*-ppX° at 6.9 GeV 
(as shown in Fig. 34 [72]) . The 
quoted parameters are (1570 ± 
± 20, 90 ± 45) and (1865 ± 
± 30, 150 ± 60) for the (mass, 
width) of the two resonances. 
A new method of analysis called 
the «mass variation method» 
Fig. 34. pr\ mass spectra from the reaction/?/? -> PP'*] 
at 6.9 GeVlc. The single hatched histogram is for 
events wi th 11 [ < 0 . 3 5 (GeVlcf and the double hatched 
also restricts the pr\ mass to 4.5 — 2.0 GeV. T . Ki ta -
gaki et aL [ 7 2 ] . 
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Fig. 35. Missing mass spectrum in the region of the iV* (1520). Note the suppressed 
zero on the vert ical scale. F. Sannes et a l . [74]. 
[73] was used to improve the signal to noise ratio — a very impor­
tant consideration in experiments of this type where 156 events were called from 
8.6 K measurements using missing mass techniques. Rapid changes in the t dis­
tribution and other angular distributions give supporting evidence to the rather 
weak evidence in the mass plot. Although the statistics are as yet quite poor, 
the reaction and technique are quite interesting in that they give an opportunity 
to study pure / = 1 / 2 nucléon states. 
The counter group at Rutgers contributed a preliminary report on a search 
for fine effects in the N* spectrum [74] (fig. 35). The extremely simple appara­
tus — a missing mass spectrometer using the reaction pp —>- pX — consists of 
a 2 cm l iquid hydrogen «point» target, a 60 element hodoscope placed 16 ft away 
to measure the angle precisely, absorbers to measure the proton momentum roughly 
and time of flight to select on protons. This apparatus, using no computer or 
magnet, permits gathering of data with a resolution of ± 5 MeV with statistics 
of about 10 6 events per 2 MeV bin per day. 
A preliminary run yielded the A (1236) with a width of 100 ± 10 MeV and 
the iV* (1520) with a width of 65 + 10 MeV in disagreement with the elastic 
phase shift results of 105 to 150 MeV [ 7 ] . A search for previously unobserved 
resonances on the 1 % level is now in progress. 
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IV. Summary 
Although the experimental status of the non-strange baryon 
resonances has not changed in any fundamental way since the Vienna Conference 
[1, 2 ] , a large amount of detailed and difficult experimental data gathering and 
analysis has been carried out which has improved and sharpened previous numbers 
and conclusions. This work has served to improve confidence in previous work 
and indicated directions for future research. 
Recent work on elastic phase shift analysis has strengthened previously de­
finite states and left the weak states relatively undertain. One important addi­
tion is the recognition of two new H wave resonances [31] — the H3, 11 (2320) 
and E19 (2220) which are consistent with being Regge recurrences of the F37 
(1950) and F15 (1690) respectively. 
More precise information on YK and Ni\ channels is very much needed as 
well as detailed information at higher energies to constrain the elastic branching 
ratios and to push the elastic phase shift analyses to higher mass values. 
The information from three body channels in formation experiments is in­
creasing and reaching the level at which it can appreciably complement the two 
body channels. However, there remain severe problems with the isobar and other 
models needed to analyze this data and great care is needed. 
If fundamentally useful information is to be obtained from production expe­
riments, more data and, most critically, more detailed analyses are needed. In 
particular, complete fits including resonance and background effects in a cohe­
rent manner are essential to determine which partial waves and decay modes 
are contributing at each mass value. 
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DISCUSSION 
M o r a v c s i k : I have three remarks about partial w a v e analysis. 
The first two pertain to go ing to higher energies. This is important because we want to 
k n o w if resonances cont inue to occur at arbitrary energies or not , 
1, One should use the Cutkosky — D e o — Ciulli parametrization, since it can g ive a repre­
sentation in terms of fewer parameters than the usual partial wave decompos i t ion . 
2 . The phase band method makes the assumption that if one has many angular m o m e n t u m 
states, one can determine each parameter almost independent ly of the others, just l ike we can 
determine a Fourier coeff icient in the decompos i t ion or a function independent ly of the other 
coefficients . This is not in conf l ic t wi th the possible existence of individual correlat ions among 
partial wave parameters, just as there m a y be correlations between independent ly determined 
Fourier coeff icients . Furthermore the method is a self consistent one and hence the assumption is 
a posteriori checked. 
One should c o m b i n e the Cutkosky — Deo — Ciulli parametrization wi th the phase band 
method for the best results at high energies. 
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I wou ld l ike to appeal therefore for experiments for complete angular distr ibutions of diffe­
rential cross sect ion and polar izat ion at some high energy (e. g . 5 GeV or 10 GeV). The method of 
analysis is ready. 
3. One should n o w drop the quas i - two-body assumptions in nN -> nnN analyses and do 
a comple te three b o d y partial wave analysis . This wou ld avoid doub le count ing and wou ld g ive 
information on the crucial quest ion of to what quant i ta t ive extent the quas i - two-body mechanism 
is supplemented by uncorrelated three-body final states. 
Y o k o s a w a; 
I would l ike to make 2 comments on the phase-shift analysis up to 2.80 GeV/c. 
1. Our prel iminary analysis up to 2.8 GeV/c at A N L strongly indicate necessity of higher 
partial waves than i / -wave , namely , I- and possibly / - w a v e s . However , if we include the 
two more waves , one cannot reach unique solut ion because of too many parameters. 
2 . Our recent j t+p polarisation data up to 2.30 GeV/c are in serious disagreement wi th 
the currently avai lable phase-shift analyses. 
In views of the above two points, h o w much one can trust those two new resonances, H19 
(2220) and H
 g u (2420)? 
P i a n o : 
I bel ieve the disagreement wi th the recent polarizat ion data is not serious in that the 
general features of the data are fol lowed b y the phase shift predic t ion. A new fit, which is cer­
tainly cal led for, wi l l I bel ieve fit the new data wi thout changing the resonance parameters grea­
t ly . If higher partial waves than H were not inc luded , the re l iab i l i ty of the H resonances is 
indeed somewhat ques t ionable , but I be l ieve at least / - w a v e s were inc luded . 
M i c h e j d a: 
I have a commen t on the compar i son of the data from the iV* p roduc t ion experiments and 
the results of the phase-shift analysis . Some 3 years ago when first data on product ion of higher 
isobars became avai lable they were ignored b y the phase-shift peop le . It is true that they were 
scarce and not very significant . 
N o w the s i tuat ion has changed . There is qui te a lo t of good data from various reactions and 
at various energies. Let us consider an example of 1700 MeV peak w h i c h is observed in product ion 
as having narrow wid th of about 60 MeV. The phase shift analyses g ive resonances in this mass 
region wi th the widths equal or larger than 120 or 140 MeV. I wonder what is the op in ion of the 
phase shifts experts about this s i tuat ion. 
Should there not be at least one narrow resonance in this region? 
P i a n o : 
There m a y indeed be a narrow resonance in this reg ion . Howeve r it is no tor ious ly difficult 
to extract accurate resonance widths f rom phase shift analysis because of the uncertainties of 
the background. The usual assumption is that the background is s lowly varying compared to 
the resonance, but if this is not true (and at the momen t there is no w a y of knowing) then 
the extracted resonance widths cou ld be appreciably narrower than are at present quo ted . It 
would be ext remely useful if product ion experiments were capable of specifying the quantum 
number of this 1700 MeV peak. 
K e n n e y : 
I have a correct ion and a c o m m e n t on the decay of iV* (1700) An. The cor rec t ion : our 
branching ratio determinat ion was based on a different data sample (combined 18.5 GeV/c n±p, 
8 GeV/c n~p) than that of the M (pnn) p lot shown, and is not in disagreement wi th the M (pnn) 
for the c o m b i n e d sample . The c o m m e n t : we have studied the quest ion of the dependence of the 
branching ratio on the background of non-resonant An assumed and the disagreement between 
the B N L result and that of the groups that find ~ 70% An decay can p robab ly be understood 
in terms of the uncertainty in the An background. 
F i o r i n i: 
I have a general c o m m e n t concerning the role played b y ba ryon resonances in nuclear phy­
sics . In a recent paper by Kissinger, for instance, the presence of resonances in deuterium was 
suggested. Most of the present experiments on baryon resonances are on protons , but it w o u l d 
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be interesting to s tudy their effects in nuclei , bo th for nuclear physics and for e lementa ry particle 
phys ics . 
L e i t h: 
I w o u l d l ike to make a c o m m e n t on the disagreements between the var ious deta i led analyses 
of the spins and branching rat ios of Nun resonances seen in p roduc t ion m o d e . W e k n o w that this 
region is ve ry c o m p l i c a t e d , con ta in ing resonances in, at least, the fo l lowing partial waves : 
D, F, P and S. Each of these states is produced wi th its own produc t ion mechan i sm w h i c h depends 
on the energy of the exper iment and on the nature of the inc ident par t ic le . Therefore, the por t ion 
of each of these resonances presenting in the Nmt mass spect rum near 1700 Me V w i l l change wi th 
energy and exper iment . W e must therefore expec t analysis of the spin c o m p o s i t i o n and of the 
branching rat io to change w i th the energy and nature of the inc ident par t ic le . 
H u g h e s : 
Concerning the determinat ion of branching ratios of N* f rom produc t ion exper iments 
I be l ieve that in a c o m p l i c a t e d s i tuat ion l ike that w h i c h exists the o n l y sat isfactory me thod is 
to analyse either the w h o l e process or at least the Dal i tz p lo t as a funct ion of pun mass. 
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